2 Gilman Hall

Scale: 1:247
Date: Aug 16 2022
Time: 12:29 pm.
User: LABISHOP

Air Handlers
- E001187 10,747 sf
- E005493 17,071 sf
- E00687 368 sf
- E007149 3,295 sf
- E011840 4,734 sf
- E012401 1,146 sf
- E012511 1,146 sf
- E017538 2,897 sf
- E020455 297 sf
- E022065 3,011 sf
- E025422 1,878 sf
- E027771 25,994 sf
- E027772 30,466 sf
- E029607 4,594 sf
- E038462 500 sf
- No Value 4,514 sf